Player Evaluation (Under 5)
Team #:____________________ Team Name:________________________________________
Coach:______________________________ Coach Phone:______________________________
Branch County AYSO Region 1289 requires every coach to evaluate his/her players so that we can more effectively
organize balanced teams within each age division for the next season. Accurate player evaluations are essential to
the process of forming balanced teams. It is important that you be impartial, objective, and accurate. Please take
your time and give this evaluation the consideration it requires.
List each child on your roster (in alphabetical order) and include their AYSO Player ID # in the chart below. Then
determine a rating for each player’s ability compared to his/her peers WITHIN YOUR DIVISION. Please do not
base any rating on a player’s performance on your own team. Also, keep in mind that it is unlikely that ALL of your
players will be rated the same. If you have players that have dropped throughout either season, please rate them
based upon the time that they played but please make a notation about when they stopped playing. If you do not feel
that you saw them enough to rate them, please just make a note.
Please remember that the players/parents are NEVER given their ratings. Player evaluations are used only by
the region as a very helpful tool in attempting to keep teams balanced!

Please use the following rating guide:
A ~ Player Ability: Skills - Moving in the right direction toward the goal, dribbling, kicking, begins
looking past the ball.
5 ~ OUTSTANDING – Player ability ranks at the top 10% of their division.
4 ~ STRONG – Player has above average soccer skills.
3 ~ AVERAGE – Player has adequate skills and displays good effort.
2 ~ FAIR – Player exhibits below average soccer skills.
1 ~ POOR – There is significant room for improvement. Player skills are well below average.
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